10. YPI Presentation Judging Sheet
Charity Name: ________________________

Social Issue Addressed: _____________________

Start Time: ____________________

End time: _______________________*

Does the charity meet the YPI grant requirements?**

Yes

No

Unsure

* In the spirit of fairness, all groups should have the same amount of time for their presentations. Presentations
should be no longer than TEN MINUTES. Please deduct two points from the group’s overall score for every
minute over ten minutes.
**To be eligible for a YPI grant, a charity must be based in the local community and providing social services
directly to people. Examples of ineligible charities would be groups focusing solely on medical research or
services to animals.
Scoring: 0 = not present 1 = not effective 2 = somewhat effective 3 = effective 4 = very effective 5 = outstanding
Content of the Presentation (60%) - How Effective is the Team at
sharing:
Information about the social issue (i.e. how the issue impacts people in the
local community in the short term/long term)?

Score (0-5)

Notes

Score (0-5)

Notes

Information about the charity? (i.e. programs/services; use of resources)
Information about positive outcomes for the community that the charity
provides (i.e. stories about people impacted by charity; statistics about
people served)
How the audience could change attitudes and behaviours to help address
the social issue?
What they learned/ how they were personally impacted by connecting
with the charity and how they used or will use their skills and/or time to
do something helpful for the charity?
How the $5,000 grant will be used by the charity (how will it impact the
local community)?
Presentation Skills (40%)
Does the team make a passionate case for their chosen charity?
Is the presentation clear, effective and well-structured?
Have they effectively added creative elements to their presentation?
Do the speakers speak with clarity, confidence and enthusiasm, using eye
contact and body language effectively?
TOTAL /50
FINAL SCORE (TOTAL minus deductions for time over limit: 2 points per
minute)
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Overall Impressions/Notes:
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